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Environmental variation in educational attainment
is moderated by general cognitive ability
and by achievement motivation
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Abstract
Educational attainment is a heritable trait (h2 40-70%) that is known to be related to general
cognitive ability and achievement motivation. The mechanisms underlying these relations
are not completely understood. We used twin and sibling data (N=864) to investigate
the direct causes of co-variation and to test whether causes of variation in educational
attainment are moderated by general cognitive ability and/or achievement motivation.
Results confirmed a phenotypic correlation between educational attainment
and general cognitive ability (r=.47, p<.001) and between educational attainment and
achievement motivation (r=.31, p<.001). The association between educational attainment
and general cognitive ability was found to be due to both genetic and environmental
influences, whereas the association between educational attainment and achievement
motivation was completely of genetic origin. Furthermore, general cognitive ability
moderated the shared environmental variance component of educational attainment
whereas achievement motivation moderated the non-shared environmental variance
component of educational attainment. The relative contribution of environmental
influences was increased in individuals with either low or high levels of general cognitive
ability and in individuals with high levels of achievement motivation. Understanding the
mechanisms underlying individual differences in educational attainment may be useful in
social and political programs concerning education, but also for studies on gene finding.
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This chapter is based on:
Vinkhuyzen, AAE., van der Sluis, S., & Posthuma, D. “Environmental Variation in Educational
Attainment is moderated by Cognitive Ability and by Achievement Motivation.” In revision
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Introduction
Educational attainment, i.e., the highest level of education an individual has completed, is
a valuable predictor of social and economic success (von Stumm et al., 2009; von Stumm
et al., 2010), and is positively related to physical health in later life (Johnson et al., 2010).
Individual differences in educational attainment are, to a large extent, due to genetic factors
with heritability estimates ranging from ~40% to ~70% (Vogler & Fulker, 1983; Heath et
al., 1985; Tambs et al., 1989; Lichtenstein et al., 1992; Baker et al., 1996; Lichtenstein &
Pedersen, 1997; Reynolds et al., 2000). The remaining variance is explained by shared (~20%
to ~50%) and non-shared environmental factors (~10% to ~30%). Educational attainment
is also known to be associated with general cognitive ability (Kaufman & Wang, 1992) and,
although to a lesser extent, with the motivation or capacity to set high but obtainable
personal goals, i.e., achievement motivation (Spinath et al., 2006). However, underlying
mechanisms of these associations are not thoroughly understood. Phenotypic correlations
may be due to shared genetic factors, such that genes affecting educational attainment also
affect general cognitive ability (and/or achievement motivation). Phenotypic correlations
may also be due to environmental factors, such as rearing style, that affect both educational
attainment and general cognitive ability (and/or achievement motivation).
In addition, general cognitive ability and achievement motivation may moderate
underlying mechanisms that control individual differences in educational attainment, such
that the extent to which genetic and environmental effects cause individual differences
in educational attainment depends on levels of general cognitive ability and achievement
motivation. For example, high general cognitive ability/achievement motivation may trigger
the expression of genes that cause individual differences in educational attainment. As
such, general cognitive ability and achievement motivation may act as proximal processes,
i.e., processes that enhance effective development and increase the contribution of
genetic factors (‘Bio-ecological model’, Bronfenbrenner & Ceci, 1994). Alternatively, the
‘Diasthesis-stress model’ (Gottesman, 1991) hypothesizes increased contribution of genetic
factors in less advantageous circumstances, such that individuals who are genetically at
risk are more sensitive to environmental risk factors. Following this model, low general
cognitive ability/achievement motivation may trigger the expression of genes that cause
individual differences in educational attainment. Only one study reported moderation
effects of general cognitive ability on genetic and environmental influences on educational
attainment in a sample of adolescents and young adults (Johnson et al., 2009), whereas no
studies reported on moderation effects of achievement motivation.
In this study, twin- and sibling data are used to study whether and how general
cognitive ability and achievement motivation are related to educational attainment. We
first investigate the phenotypic associations between educational attainment and general
cognitive ability, and between educational attainment and achievement motivation. Next,
we investigate (i) the extent to which these phenotypic associations are mediated by
common genetic and/or common environmental factors, and (ii) the extent to which the
underlying genetic and environmental mechanisms that account for individual differences
in educational attainment depend on general cognitive ability and/or achievement
motivation.
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Methods
Sample
This study is part of a large ongoing project on the genetics of cognition (Posthuma et al.,
2001a) and was performed with understanding and written consent of each participant. The
study was approved by the Central Committee on Research Involving Human Subjects in
the Netherlands. Data were available for 864 twins and siblings (55.8% female) from 317
different families from the Netherlands Twin Registry (NTR, Boomsma et al., 2006). The
sample consisted of 288 complete twin pairs (47.2% MZ), 23 incomplete twin pairs (8.7%
MZ) and 265 siblings (number of participating siblings per family ranges from 0 to 5). From
6 families, only sibling data were available. The average age of the participants was 46.61
years (SD=12.40, range: 23.44–75.61) at the time they completed the Life Experience List
(LEL, see Measures; Vinkhuyzen et al., 2010a). All five zygosity groups were reasonably well
represented: monozygotic males (MZM: 20.7%, 179 participants), monozygotic females (MZF:
24.4%, 211 participants), dizygotic males (DZM: 12.6%, 109 participants), dizygotic females
(DZF: 22.0%, 190 participants) and dizygotic opposite sex (DOS: 20.3%, 175 participants).
Non-twin sibling data were available for 127 brothers (47.9%) and 138 sisters. Zygosity of
same-sex twins was based on DNA polymorphisms (127 pairs, 88.2%) or, if information on
DNA markers was not available, on questions about physical similarity and confusion of
the twins by family members and strangers. Agreement between zygosity diagnoses from
survey and DNA was 97% (Willemsen et al., 2005). The sample was previously shown to be
representative of the general Dutch population with regard to educational attainment (see
Posthuma et al., 2001a for details).
Measures
Educational attainment
Information on educational attainment was collected using an open-end question concerning
educational attainment that was incorporated in the Life Experiences List (LEL) (Vinkhuyzen
et al., 2010a). Participants were asked to list all types/levels of education that they had
completed. All educational levels were then recoded into seven ordinal categories (1=nursery;
2=primary school; 3=first stage secondary school, 4=second stage secondary school, 5=higher
education, bachelors degree; 6=higher education, masters degree; 7=doctorate degree),
following the Dutch Standard Classification of Education (SCE, CBS 2006). Participants’
highest completed level of education was used as a measure of educational attainment in
the present study. Data on educational attainment were available for 547 participants.
Test-retest reliability of educational attainment was studied in an independent
sample of 62 participants (31 parent-offspring pairs, 75.4% women; age range 17-71, mean:
39.95, SD: 16.19), who completed the LEL twice within a period of two months. Test-retest
reliability was .76 (p<.001). 16 individuals reported different levels of education. Differences
were mainly due to cases where in the first questionnaire subjects listed first and second stage
secondary school, while in the second questionnaire subjects listed only first stage secondary
school. Differences were also due to subjects giving a description of the educational level in
the first questionnaire without a specific level (e.g., ‘accountancy’) and gave the explicit level
in the second questionnaire (e.g., ‘accountancy with university degree’).
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General cognitive ability
General cognitive ability was operationalized as Full Scale Intelligence Quotient (FSIQ) and
assessed with the Dutch version of the WAIS-IIIR (Wechsler, 1997). Data collection took place
at two time points. In the first wave of data collection (1997-2001), participants (N=785)
completed eleven subtests of the WAIS-IIIR: Block design, Letter-number sequencing,
Information, Matrix reasoning, Similarities, Picture completion, Arithmetic, Vocabulary,
Digit symbol-coding, Digit-symbol pairing, and Digit symbol-free recall, and FSIQ was based
on these 11 subtests. In the second wave of data collection (2007-2009), participants
(N=74) completed seven subtests of the WAIS-IIIR: Block design, Letter-number sequencing,
Information, Matrix reasoning, Arithmetic, Vocabulary, and Digit symbol-coding, and FSIQ
was based on these seven subtests. Data on FSIQ were available for 859 participants. In
a partly overlapping sample (N=785), the correlation between FSIQ assessed with eleven
subtests and FSIQ assessed with seven subtests was very high (Pearson’s r =.97, p<.001). To
evaluate test-retest reliability of FSIQ, 59 participants completed the WAIS twice with an
interval of ~10 years (first and second wave of data collection). Test-retest reliability was
calculated from the FSIQ score based on seven subtests at both time points and was .85
(p<.001).
Achievement motivation
Information on achievement motivation was collected using 28 multiple-choice
achievement motivation items that were adopted from the Dutch ‘Prestatie Motivatie Test’
(Dutch Achievement Motivation Test (DAMT), Hermans, 2004). The Academic Achievement
motivation62(AAM) subscale that is used in the present study is originally based on ten
items (e.g., “Studying during the weekend is hard for me / is not a problem for me” and “In
school, people thought I was diligent / not very diligent / quite lazy”). In the present study,
one item (item A4) was excluded from the analyses because that item showed severe
bias with respect to sex (van der Sluis et al., 2010). As the number of answer-categories
of the items of the AAM varies between 2 and 4, sum-scores were based on a weighted
summation of the items, i.e., each items score (1 to 4) was divided by the maximum
number of answer-categories of that particular item. If more than 3 out of nine items were
missing, the AAM sum-score was considered unreliable and the AAM data were excluded
from analysis. Consequently, sum-scores were based on a summation of 6 (minimum) to 9
(maximum) items, and all sum-scores were divided by the number of items that they were
based on to assure comparability. All items were recoded such that high scores imply high
AAM. Data on AAM were available for 534 participants. Test-retest reliability of AAM was
studied within an independent sample of 62 participants (31 parent-offspring pairs, 75.4%
women; age range 17-71, mean: 39.95, SD: 16.19), who completed the LEL twice within a
period of two months. Test-retest reliability was .92 (p<.001).
All measures were corrected for age and sex effects before analysis.
6
Please note that the original DAMT consists of five subscales: Positive and Negative
Fear of Failure, Social Desirability, General Achievement motivation and Academic Achievement
motivation. For reasons of efficiency, only the 28 items on general achievement motivation
(GAM) and academic achievement motivation (AAM) were included in the LEL. Within the present study, only the AAM subscale is considered, as this subscale is most interesting in the context of educational attainment.
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Response rate
A total number of 859 participants completed the IQ test and 559 participants completed
the LEL. The LEL was sent out to participants who completed, or were scheduled for, the IQ
test. The overall response rate of the LEL was 76%. Five participants did complete the LEL
but did not complete the IQ test and 305 participants did complete the IQ test but did not
complete the LEL. 17.4% of the participants that completed the IQ test between 1997 and
2002 dropped out from the study before the LEL was sent out.
Statistical analyses
Phenotypic analyses
A saturated model was fitted to the data to estimate model free MZ twin, DZ twin, and
sibling correlations for educational attainment, general cognitive ability and achievement
motivation. Within the saturated model, difference between zygosity groups in means
and variances of educational attainment, general cognitive ability and achievement
motivation were tested using likelihood ratio tests. In addition, differences between DZ
twin correlations and regular sibling correlations were tested.
Subsequently, phenotypic correlations between educational attainment and general
cognitive ability and between educational attainment and achievement motivation were
calculated. Next, partial correlations were investigated, that is, the residual correlation
between educational attainment and general cognitive ability, controlling for achievement
motivation, and the residual correlation between educational attainment and achievement
motivation, controlling for general cognitive ability. Comparing full and partial correlations
allowed us to investigate whether the relation between general cognitive ability and
educational attainment is mediated by achievement motivation and whether the relation
between achievement motivation and educational attainment is mediated by general
cognitive ability. All (partial) phenotypic correlations were calculated in Mplus’ (Muthen
& Muthen, 2005), using option ‘complex’ to correct for familial relatedness between the
participants.
Genetic analyses: correlation and moderation
To investigate the underlying mechanisms of the phenotypic associations between
educational attainment and general cognitive ability (and between educational attainment
and achievement motivation), multivariate genetic moderation models were specified.
Within these models, variances of educational attainment and general cognitive ability
(or achievement motivation), as well as the covariance between educational attainment
and general cognitive ability (or achievement motivation), were modeled as a function
of genetic and environmental effects. Additive genetic factors (A), genetic dominance (D)
and shared- (C) and non-shared (E) environmental factors were considered. ‘A’ represents
additive genetic effects of alleles summed over all genetic loci. ‘D’ represents the extent to
which the genetic effects of alleles at a locus are not additive but interact with each other.
‘C’ represents common environmental influences that render offspring of the same family
more alike. ‘E’ represents all environmental influences that result in differences between
members of a family, including measurement error. Variance components were allowed to
vary as a function of the moderator (i.e., general cognitive ability or achievement motivation).
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A sample including twins and siblings only, is not sufficient to model both C
and D since the effects of C and D have opposite effects on the difference between MZ
twin and DZ twin correlations. The variance of educational attainment, general cognitive
ability and achievement motivation was therefore decomposed as due to A, C and E, or
due to A, D and E. DZ twin correlations higher than half the MZ twin correlations suggest
shared environmental influences; in that case an ACE model was fitted to the data. DZ
twin correlations less than half the MZ twin correlations suggest the presence of genetic
dominance; in that case an ADE model was fitted to the data.
Phenotypic correlations between educational attainment (the trait) and general
cognitive ability or achievement motivation (the moderators) may be due to trait-mediating
effects of the moderator(s), but may also be due to genetic or environmental factors that
are shared between trait and moderator. A common genetic background between trait and
moderator (rG) may appear as gene-by-moderator interaction if rG is not considered in the
moderation model. Similarly, a common environmental background (rC or rE) may appear
as C-by-moderator or E-by-moderator interaction if rC or rE are not modeled.
Detecting effects of gene-by-moderator in the presence of rG (or C-by-moderator
/ E-by-moderator in the presence of rC / rE, respectively) requires a bivariate approach
in which the moderator features twice in the model: as a dependent variable and
as a moderator. Modeled as such, moderating effects of general cognitive ability (or
achievement motivation) can be modeled on two types of variance components: the
variance components unique to educational attainment, and the variance components
shared to educational attainment and the moderator (i.e., general cognitive ability or
achievement motivation) (Purcell, 2002).
Figure 6.1 shows a partial path diagram of the bivariate model for one twin.
Figure 6.1: Bivariate model for one individual including linear moderation effects of the
environmental moderator (general cognitive ability / achievement motivation) on the
variances of educational attainment and on the covariance between educational attainment
and the moderator.

Notes: A = additive genetic effects; D = genetic dominance; C = shared environmental effects; E = nonshared environmental effects; a = unmoderated path coefficient for A; d = unmoderated path coefficient
for D; c = unmoderated path coefficient for C; e = unmoderated path coefficient for E; ac= genetic factors
shared between moderator and trait; au = genetic factors unique to trait; cu = shared environmental factors
unique to trait; ec = non-shared environmental factors shared between moderator and trait; eu = non-shared
environmental factors unique to trait; moderator = moderator value. ac’, ec’, au’, cu’, and eu’ represent linear
effects of the moderator.
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Under the assumption of an ACE model for educational attainment and an ADE for the
moderator, the variance of educational attainment as derived from Figure 6.1 is calculated as:
Var(educational attainment) =
((ac+ac’*Modtw1)2+(au+au’*Modtw1)2) + (cu+cu’*Modtw1)2 + ((ec+ec’*Modtw1)2+(eu+eu’*Modtw1)2),
where ac denotes genetic factors shared between moderator and educational attainment, au
denotes genetic factors unique to educational attainment, cu denotes shared environmental
factors that are unique to educational attainment, ec denotes non-shared environmental
factors that are shared between moderator and educational attainment, and eu denotes
non-shared environmental factors that are unique to educational attainment.
To examine the significance of linear moderation effects, as well as the significance
of unmoderated variance components that were shared between educational attainment
and moderator and unmoderated variance components that were unique to educational
attainment, a similar series of analyses was conducted for the two bivariate moderation
models; (i) moderation effects of general cognitive ability on the variance components
of educational attainment and (ii) moderation effects of achievement motivation on the
variance components of educational attainment.
For each series of analyses it was first tested whether variance components specific
to the moderator were significant (a, d or c). Non-significant variance components were
subsequently removed from the model to create a new reference model (reference model
1). Second, it was tested whether linear moderation on the variance components that are
common to educational attainment and the moderator (a’c, d’c/c’c and e’c) were significant.
All reduced models were compared to the model including all moderation effects (reference
model 1). Non-significant moderation effects were subsequently removed from the model to
create a new reference model (reference model 2). Third, significance of linear moderation
effects on the variance components of educational attainment that are unique for the trait
(a’u, d’u/c’u and e’u) was tested. The fit of these reduced models was compared to the fit of
reference model 2. Again, non-significant moderation effects were subsequently removed
from the model to create a new reference model (reference model 3). Fourth, significance
of the unmoderated variance components, shared between trait and moderator (ac, dc/
cc and ec), was tested. Fit of these models was compared with the fit of reference model
3. Non-significant unmoderated variance components were subsequently removed from
the model to make up a new reference model (reference model 4). Fifth, significance of
the unmoderated variance components, unique for the trait (au, du/cu, and eu), was tested.
Fit of these models was compared with the fit of reference model 4. Non-significant unmoderated variance components were subsequently removed from the model.
Significance of parameters was tested by comparing the fit of nested (increasingly
more restricted) models to the fit of less restricted models. Goodness-of-fit of these submodels was assessed by likelihood-ratio-tests. The difference in log-likelihoods between
two models (which follows a χ2 distribution) was evaluated. If the χ2-difference test
is significant, the constraints imposed on the nested models are not tenable. If the χ2difference test is not significant, the nested, more parsimonious model is to be preferred.
When testing the significance of a variance component or moderation coefficient, it is
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well established that the null distribution of a suitably parameterized variance component
or moderation coefficient is a .5:.5 mixture of a χ2(0) and χ2(1) (Dominicus et al., 2006;
Macgregor et al., 2005). We therefore tested the significance of variance components or
moderation coefficient against a critical value of χ2(1)= 2.7055, given alpha = .05. Analyses
were carried out using the raw data option in Mx (Neale, 1994; Posthuma & Boomsma,
2005).
Results
Phenotypic analyses
Means and variances of educational attainment (χ2(2)=.46, ns), general cognitive ability
(χ2(2)=.53, ns) and achievement motivation (χ2(2)=2.07, ns) could be constrained to be equal
between zygosity groups without a significant deterioration of the model fit, indicating
that there was no heterogeneity in these measures as a function of zygosity. Table 6.1
includes information on means and standard deviations of educational attainment, general
cognitive ability, and achievement motivation, as well as information on missingness.
Table 6.1 Descriptive statistics for educational attainment, general cognitive ability and
achievement motivation
N
% Missing
Mean (SD)
educational attainment
547
2%
4.91 (.96)
general cognitive ability
859
.6%
99.68 (14.78)
achievement motivation
534
4%
.50 (.13)
Notes: N=number of participants; % Missing=percentage of missingness, this is the percentage of
participants that were (i) participated in the present study but did not complete the IQ test or (ii) participants
that returned the LEL but did not complete the questions on educational attainment and achievement
motivation; Mean = mean score corrected for age and sex effects; SD=standard deviation; p=p-value.

All measures were corrected for age and sex to avoid spuriously increased similarities in MZ
and same-sex DZ twin pairs (McGue & Bouchard, Jr., 1984). Table 6.2 shows the sex and age
corrected MZ twin, DZ twin, sibling, and pooled DZ/sibling correlations and standardized
variance components for educational attainment, general cognitive ability and achievement
motivation. Sibling correlations did not differ from DZ twin correlations for educational
attainment (χ2(1)=.45, ns), general cognitive ability (χ2(1)=3.72, ns) and achievement
motivation (χ2(1)=1.41, ns). MZ twin correlations exceeded the DZ/sibling correlations for
educational attainment (χ2(1)=5.20, p=.02), general cognitive ability (χ2(1)= 77.24, p<.001),
and achievement motivation (χ2(1)=26.59, p<.001), suggesting the presence of genetic
influences. The pooled DZ/sibling correlation for educational attainment is more than half
the MZ twin correlation, suggesting the presence of shared environmental factors. Pooled
DZ/sibling correlations for general cognitive ability and AAM are less than half the MZ twin
correlation, suggesting the absence of common environmental effects and possibly the
presence of genetic dominance.
Estimates of the (partial) phenotypic correlations between educational
attainment, general cognitive ability and achievement motivation are shown in Table 6.3.
Phenotypic correlations of educational attainment with general cognitive ability (r=.47,
p<.001) and achievement motivation (r=.31, p<.001) were significantly different from zero.
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rMZ (95% CI)
.52 (.34-.66) N=77
.82 (.77-.86) N=136
.63 (.48-.74) N=78

rDZ (95% CI)
.35 (.10-.54) N=64
.46 (.32-.57) N=152
-.001 (-.26-.25) N=59

rSibling (95% CI)
.27 (.12-.39) N=297
.32 (.22-.42) N=594
.01 (-.13-.15) N=284

rDZ/rSibling (95% CI)
.28 (.16-.40) N=361
.35 (.26-.44) N=746
.01 (-.11-.14) N=380

d2
c2
e2
a2
educational attainment
.49 (.07-.65)
.04 (.00-.31)
.47 (.35-.66)
general cognitive ability
.60 (.24-.85)
.22 (.00-.58)
.18 (.14-.23)
achievement motivation
.00 (.00-.21)
.60 (.35-.72)
.40 (.28-.57)
Notes: rMZ=MZ twin correlation; rDZ=DZ twin correlation; rSibling=sibling correlation; rDZ/rSibling=combined DZ and sibling correlation; Twin and sibling correlations
were corrected for sex and age; N=number of pairs; 95% CI=95% confidence interval; a2=standardized additive genetic variance; d2= standardized dominance genetic
variance; c2= standardized shared environmental variance; e2= standardized non-shared environmental variance. Standardized variance components are based on full
models.

educational attainment
dgeneral cognitive ability
achievement motivation

Table 6.2 Twin and sibling correlations (95% confidence intervals) and standardized variance components (95% confidence intervals) for
educational attainment, general cognitive ability and achievement motivation.
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Furthermore, the phenotypic correlation between educational attainment and general
cognitive ability did not significantly change when the effect of achievement motivation
was partialled out (χ2(1)=.63, ns), and the phenotypic correlation between educational
attainment and achievement motivation did not significantly change when the effect of
general cognitive ability was partialled out (χ2(1)=2.40, ns). As the relation of educational
attainment with general cognitive ability was independent of achievement motivation, and
vice versa, genetic analyses were performed in a bivariate rather than trivariate context, to
avoid unnecessary parameter estimation.
Table 6.3 Full (left) and partial (right) phenotypic correlations and standard errors between
educational attainment and general cognitive ability and achievement motivation.

general cognitive ability
achievement motivation

Educational attainment
Full correlation
.47 (.04)
p<.001, N=542
.31 (.04)
p<.001, N=523

Educational attainment
Partial correlation
.43 (.04)
p<.001, N=515
.25 (.04)
p<.001, N=515

Notes: p=p-value; N=number of individuals; ns=non significant; standard errors are shown between
brackets; correlation between general cognitive ability and achievement motivation is .21 (.04), p<.001,
N=529; correlation between general cognitive ability and achievement motivation with effects of
educational attainment partialled out: .08 (.05) ns, N=515.

Correlation and moderation: educational attainment and general cognitive ability
Based on the univariate genetic analyses (not shown), a bivariate model with variance
components A, D, and E for general cognitive ability and variance components A, C, and E
for educational attainment was specified (see Table 6.2 for twin correlations and variance
components based on univariate analyses). Covariance between general cognitive ability
and educational attainment was modeled as a function of A and E. Model fitting results
are presented in Table 6.4. Analyses of the variance components specific to general
cognitive ability showed that broad sense heritability (i.e., additive genetic factors +
genetic dominance) was significant (χ2(2)=231.13, p<.001) (model 2). Please note that
models in which the effects of genetic dominance and non-shared environmental factors
are estimated but the additive genetic effects are fixed to zero, are not fitted because such
models are biologically implausible (Falconer & Mackay, 1989). Genetic dominance (D)
on its own, could however be eliminated from the model without a significant worsening
of the model fit (χ2(1)=1.57, ns) (model 3). Analyses of moderation effects demonstrated
that general cognitive ability significantly moderated the contribution of C unique to
educational attainment (χ2(1)=3.60, p=.03) (model 9). None of the other moderation
effects reached significance (models 6, 7, 8, and 10). Analyses also demonstrated significant
effects of unmoderated additive genetic (ac) (χ2(1)=44.66, p<.001) (model 12) and unique
environmental (ec) (χ2(1)=10.03, p<.001) (model 13) factors that were shared between
general cognitive ability and educational attainment, implying a common genetic and
common non-shared environmental background for educational attainment and general
cognitive ability. When testing the significance of the variance components unique to
educational attainment, additive genetic factors (au) (χ2(1)=2.31, ns) (model 15) and shared
environmental factors (cu) (χ2(1)=1.98, ns) (model 16) were non-significant but could not be
101
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dropped simultaneously from the model without a significant deterioration of the model
fit (χ2(2)=50.55, p<.001) (model 17), suggesting strong familial influence, most likely due to
genetic factors (based on Akaike’s Information Criterion).
Within the preferred model (model 16) standardized estimates of C for educational
attainment varied from .00 to.15 as a function of general cognitive ability. C was increased
in individuals with either low or high levels of general cognitive ability and was absent
in individuals with intermediate levels of general cognitive ability. Although only linear
moderation was included in the model, non-linear moderation appears in the final model
due to the squaring of the path coefficients. As C is defined as (cu+cu’*Modtw1)2 (see Figure
6.1) and cu is equal to zero, the contribution of cu’ is relatively large, which is why the
resulting pattern of moderation appears non-linear. As the heritability is defined as the
ratio of the genetic variance to the total variance, the broad sense heritability (h2) varied
concordantly from .52 to .44. Similarly, standardized estimates of E varied concordantly
from .48 to .41. Figure 6.2 shows standardized and unstandardized variance components
of educational attainment as a function of general cognitive ability.
Table 6.4 shows the genetic (.57) and environmental (.31) correlations between
educational attainment and general cognitive ability, as well as the extent to which the
phenotypic correlation between educational attainment and general cognitive ability is due
to genetic and environmental factors. As the latter coefficient depends on the level of the
moderator, percentages are provided for low (mean - 2.5 SD), intermediate (mean ± 0 SD),
and high (mean + 2.5 SD) levels of (standardized) general cognitive ability. Results show a
decreasing influence of genetic and environmental factors on the phenotypic correlation
between educational attainment and general cognitive ability.

Figure 6.2 Unstandardized (left) and standardized (right) variance components of
educational attainment as a function of general cognitive ability.
1.0

A

.8

C

E

.6
.4
.2
0
-3.2

0
Low IQ

Z-scores

Educational Attainment (Reduced)
Standardized
Variance Components

Unstandardized
Variance Components

Educational Attainment (Reduced)

3.2
High IQ

1.0

A

.8

C

E

.6
.4
.2
0

-3.2

0
Low IQ

Z-scores

3.2
High IQ

Notes: The figures are based on the most reduced models, i.e., on the models in which all non significant
effects were fixed at zero. Unstandardized variance components (left) refer to the absolute contribution of
A (additive genetic effects), C (shared environmental effects), and E (non-shared environmental effects);
standardized variance components (right) refer to the relative contribution to variation in educational
attainment as a function of general cognitive ability.
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Table 6.4 Model fitting results for bivariate interaction models of educational attainment
with general cognitive ability as moderator variable.
model

against

χ2

-2LL

Par

df

3520.171

15

1384

Δdf

p

AIC

1

Full model

2

drop a+d

1

3751.297

13

1386

231.126

2

.000

979.297

3

drop d

1

3521.736

14

1385

1.565

1

.105

751.736

4

reference model 1
(= drop d)

1

3521.736

14

1385

1.565

1

.105

751.736

5

drop a’c

4

3522.220

13

1386

.484

1

.243

750.22

6

drop e’c

4

3523.107

13

1386

1.371

1

.121

751.107

7

reference model 2
(= drop a’c e’c)

4

3523.118

12

1387

1.382

2

.501

749.118

8

drop a’u

7

3523.206

11

1388

.088

1

.383

747.206

9

drop c’u

7

3526.718

11

1388

3.600

1

.029

750.718

10

drop e’u

7

3523.665

11

1388

.547

1

.230

747.665

11

reference model 3
(=drop a’u e’u)

7

3524.667

10

1389

1.549

2

.461

746.667

12

drop ac

11

3569.323

9

1390

44.656

1

.000

789.323

13

drop ec

11

3534.697

9

1390

10.030

1

.001

754.697

14

reference model 4
(= reference model 3)

11

3524.667

10

1389

1.549

2

.461

746.667

15

drop au

14

3526.980

9

1390

2.313

1

.064

746.98

*16

drop cu

14

3528.959

9

1390

1.979

1

.080

748.959

17

drop au cu

14

3575.215

8

1391

50.548

2

.000

793.215

%A
%E

Low
80
20

rA
rE

.57
.31

ac
au
c’u
ec
eu

Parameter Estimates Reduced Model (95% CI)
.39
(.28, .50)
-.56
(-.67, .44)
.12
(-.29, .29)
-.21
(-.34, -.08)
-.62
(-.71, -.54)

752.171

Intermediate
80
20

High
80
20

Notes: p-values of all 1-df tests are based on a ½:½ mixture of χ 2(0) and χ 2(1) distributions (Dominicus
et al., 2006); -2LL=minus 2 log likelihood; par=estimated parameters; χ 2=Chi square (difference in -2LL);
p=p-value; AIC = Akaike’s Information Criterion; rA=genetic correlation; rE=non-shared environmental
correlation; %A=percentage of phenotypic correlation explained by genetic factors for Low, Intermediate,
and High levels of general cognitive ability; %E=percentage of phenotypic correlation explained by
non-shared environmental factors for Low, Intermediate, and High levels of general cognitive ability;
*=preferred model; significant (moderation) effects are printed in bold font. Path-coefficients correspond
to path-coefficients in Figure 6.1. The full model including 15 estimated parameters is described in the
‘methods’ section.
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Correlation and moderation: educational attainment and achievement motivation
Based on the univariate genetic analyses, a bivariate model with variance components A,
D, and E for achievement motivation and variance components A, C, and E for educational
attainment was specified (see Table 6.2 for twin correlations and variance components based
on univariate analyses). Covariance between achievement motivation and educational
attainment was modeled as a function of A and E. Model fitting results are presented in
Table 6.5. Analyses of the variance components specific to achievement motivation showed
significance of additive genetic factors and genetic dominance (χ2(2)=27.27, p<.001)
(model 2) and genetic dominance on its own (χ2(1)=8.02, p<.01) (model 3). Analyses of
moderation effects demonstrated that achievement motivation significantly moderated
the contribution of E unique to educational attainment (χ2(1)=2.81, p=.047) (model 10).
None of the other moderation effects reached significance (models 5, 6, 8, and 9). Analyses
also demonstrated significant effects of unmoderated additive genetic factors that were
shared between achievement motivation and educational attainment (ac) (χ2(1)=12.62,
p<.001) (model 12). Unique environmental factors that were shared between achievement
motivation and educational attainment were non-significant (ec) (χ2(1)=2.28, ns) (model
13). This implies that the association between achievement motivation and educational
attainment is completely due to correlation at the genetic level. When testing the significance
of the variance components unique to educational attainment, additive genetic factors (au)
(χ2(1)=.00, ns) (model 15) and shared environmental factors (cu) (χ2(1)=.04, ns) (model 16)
were non-significant but could not be dropped simultaneously from the model without a
significant deterioration of the model fit (χ2(2)=45.84, p<.001) (model 17), suggesting the
presence of strong familial influences, most likely due to common environmental effects
(based on Akaike’s Information Criterion).
Within the preferred model (model 15) standardized estimates of E varied from
.22 to .58, E increased with increasing levels of achievement motivation. As the heritability
is the ratio of the genetic variance to the total variance, the broad sense heritability (h2)
varied concordantly from .78 to .42. Shared environmental factors were non-significant and
eliminated from the model. Figure 6.3 shows standardized and unstandardized variance
components of educational attainment as a function of achievement motivation.
Table 6.5 also shows the genetic (rA = 1.00) and environmental (rE = .00) correlations
between educational attainment and achievement motivation, as well as the extent
to which the phenotypic correlation between educational attainment and achievement
motivation is due to genetic and environmental factors. Results show that the genetic
and environmental correlations as well as the extent to which the phenotypic correlation
between educational attainment and achievement motivation is due to genetic and
environmental factors are independent of the level of achievement motivation.
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Table 6.5 Model fitting results for bivariate interaction models of educational attainment
with achievement motivation as moderator variable.
model

against

-2LL

est
par

df

2780.813

15

1029

χ2

Δdf

p

AIC

1

Full model

2

drop a+d

1

2808.084

13

1031

27.271

2

.000

746.084

3

drop d

1

2788.830

14

1030

8.017

1

.002

728.83

4

reference model 1
(= full model)

1

2780.813

15

1029

5

drop a’c

4

2780.813

14

1030

.00

1

.500

720.813

6

drop e’c
reference model 2
(drop a’c e’c)

4

2781.862

14

1030

1.05

1

.153

721.862

4

2782.225

13

1031

1.41

2

.494

720.225

8

drop a’u

7

2782.225

12

1032

.00

1

.500

718.225

9

drop c’u

7

2782.386

12

1032

.16

1

.344

718.386

10

drop e’u
reference model 3
(=drop a’u c’u)

7

2785.033

12

1032

2.81

1

.047

721.033

7

2782.386

11

1033

.16

2

.923

716.386

7

11

722.813

722.813

12

drop ac

11

2795.007

10

1034

12.62

1

.000

727.007

13

drop ec
reference model 4
(=drop ec)

11

2784.661

10

1034

2.28

1

.066

716.661

11

2784.661

10

1034

2.28

1

.066

716.661

14
*15

drop au

14

2784.661

9

1035

.00

1

.500

714.661

16

drop cu

14

2784.703

9

1035

.04

1

.419

714.703

17

drop au cu

14

2830.496

8

1036

45.84

2

.000

758.496

rA
rE

1
0

%A
%E

100
0

ac
dc
eu
e’u

Parameter Estimates Reduced Model (95% CI)
-.72
(-.84, .50)
.15
(-.47, .47)
-.62
(-.72, -.53)
-.08
(-.15, .00)

Notes: p-values of all 1-df tests are based on a ½:½ mixture of χ 2(0) and χ 2(1) distributions (Dominicus
et al., 2006); -2LL=minus 2 log likelihood; par=estimated parameters; χ 2=Chi square (difference in -2LL);
p=p-value; AIC = Akaike’s Information Criterion; rA=genetic correlation; rE=non-shared environmental
correlation; %A=percentage of phenotypic correlation explained by genetic factors; %E=percentage
of phenotypic correlation explained by non-shared environmental; *=preferred model; significant
(moderation) effects are printed in bold font. Path-coefficients correspond to path-coefficients in Figure
6.1. The full model including 15 estimated parameters is described in the ‘methods’ section.
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Figure 6.3 Unstandardized (left) and standardized (right) variance components of
educational attainment as a function of achievement motivation.
1.0
.8

A

E

.6
.4
.2
0

-3
Low AAM

0
Z-scores

3
High AAM

Educational Attainment (Reduced)
Standardized
Variance Components

Unstandardized
Variance Components

Educational Attainment (Reduced)
1.0

A

.8

E

.6
.4
.2
0

-3

0
Low AAM

Z-scores

3
High AAM

Notes: The figures are based on the most reduced models, i.e., on the models in which all non significant
effects were fixed at zero. Unstandardized variance components (left) refer to the absolute contribution of
A (additive genetic effects), standardized variance components (right) refer to the relative contribution to
variation in educational attainment as a function of achievement motivation.

Discussion
In this study we have confirmed considerable phenotypic correlations between educational
attainment and general cognitive ability (r=.47) and between educational attainment and
achievement motivation (r=.31). Higher levels of educational attainment coincided with
having higher levels of general cognitive ability (independent of achievement motivation)
and higher levels of achievement motivation (independent of general cognitive ability).
Educational attainment and general cognitive ability were associated through common
genetic factors (57%) and common environmental factors (31%), while the relation between
educational attainment and achievement motivation was completely of genetic origin.
In addition, results demonstrated small but significant moderation of environmental
effects. Contributions of shared environmental factors to individual differences in
educational attainment increased in individuals with either low or high levels of general
cognitive ability implying that individuals with either low or high levels of general cognitive
ability are more vulnerable to those familial environmental influences that cause individual
differences in educational attainment. For example, rearing style efforts (an environmental
factor that is shared between family members), such as parental attention to their children’s
educational achievement, could have greater impact in individuals with either low or high
levels of general cognitive ability.
Contributions of non-shared environmental factors on educational attainment
increased in individuals with higher levels of achievement motivation implying that
individuals with higher levels of achievement motivation are more vulnerable to non-shared
environmental influences. Note that as non-shared environmental factors also include
measurement error, it is plausible that the increasing effect of non-shared environmental
factors with increasing levels of achievement motivation is due to increasing measurement
error. Since non-shared environmental factors are not measured within the present study,
it is not possible to disentangle measurement error and non-shared environmental factors.
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Common genetic factors for educational attainment and general cognitive ability
and moderation by general cognitive ability were previously reported (e.g. Tambs et al.,
1989; Baker et al., 1996; Johnson et al., 2009). Common genetic factors for educational
attainment and achievement motivation as well as moderation effects of achievement
motivation have not been reported before.
Moderation of variance components of educational attainment by general
cognitive ability was previously studied by Johnson et al. (2009), effects as reported in the
present study differ somewhat from the results as presented by Johnson et al. Within a
sample of 24-years-old, Johnson et al. reported generally decreasing shared environmental
influences and generally increasing genetic influences on educational attainment as
a function of increasing levels of general cognitive ability (measured at age 17). Nonshared environmental factors were unaltered. Within the present study, data suggested
no significant moderation of genetic factors. Shared environmental factors were absent in
individuals with mean levels of general cognitive ability and were increased in individuals
with lower or higher levels of general cognitive ability. Differences between the two studies
may be due to the age differences of the two samples. The majority of the participants in
the present study had, given the age range of 23-75 years, completed their educational
trajectory. Although information on whether participants aged 24 were enrolled in
educational programs at the time of study participation was included in the analyses
by Johnson et al. (Johnson et al., 2009), it is possible that particularly higher educated
individuals had not completed their education yet. Furthermore, heritability of general
cognitive ability tends to increase with increasing age, with larger genetic influences at
later age (Haworth et al., 2009). Differences in the genetic and environmental etiology of
the moderator may affect the moderator effect on the variance components of educational
attainment.
Limitations
A number of limitations of this study should be noted. Effects of sex and age on the relative
importance of genetic and environmental factors were not considered within the present
study. Earlier studies on educational attainment, however, suggested significant effects
of sex and age with higher heritability estimates in males, and higher shared- and nonshared environmental influences in older people (Heath et al., 1985; Tambs et al., 1989;
Lichtenstein & Pedersen, 1997). A larger sample size would be required to model variance
components as a function of both age and sex in the context of environmental moderation.
We did partial out effects of age and sex on the means to avoid potential bias in heritability
estimates, we were however unable to investigate possible age and sex effects on the
variance components of educational attainment nor on the effects of the moderator.
In our genetic models, absence of parental assortative mating was assumed. The
failure to accommodate assortative mating when the assumption of random mating is
actually violated, might result in deflated estimates of genetic- and inflated estimates of
shared environmental effects (Keller et al., 2009). Estimates of the moderator are however
not seriously affected (Loehlin et al., 2009). A large sample that includes twins with their
spouses or parents of the twins and siblings would allow the modeling of genetic and
environmental moderation in the presence of assortative mating.
Within the present study, moderation effects were modeled as a linear function
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of the moderator. It is however conceivable that genetic or environmental effects are
attenuated or exaggerated at extreme high and extreme low levels of the moderator. Such
non-linear effects can be facilitated by including a quadratic moderation term in the model
(Purcell, 2002). Within the present sample, an ordinal variable (educational attainment,
7 categories of increasing attainment level) was used in combination with a continuous
moderator. A larger sample size, preferably in combination with a continuous measurement
level of the trait and an ordinal measurement level of the moderator, is necessary to reliably
model non-linear moderation.
In the present paper we have shown that educational attainment and general
cognitive ability, and educational attainment and achievement motivation, are associated
through common genetic and common non-shared environmental factors, and that the
extent to which environmental effects cause individual differences in educational attainment
is not randomly distributed across the entire population, but varies as a function of general
cognitive ability and achievement motivation. These results increase our understanding
of underlying mechanisms of associations between educational attainment and general
cognitive ability, and between educational attainment and achievement motivation.
Understanding these mechanisms may be useful in social and political programs
concerning education. Efforts to optimize educational attainment should consider levels
of general cognitive ability and achievement motivation as both traits control the effect of
environmental factors on individual differences in educational attainment. Finally, results
of the present study may also be useful in future efforts in gene finding for educational
attainment. For example, association studies may consider shared genetic influences for
educational attainment and general cognitive ability and for educational attainment and
achievement motivation. Association studies may also consider the relatively increased
effect of genetic factors in individuals with intermediate levels of general cognitive ability or
in individuals with low levels of achievement motivation (due to decreased environmental
influences).
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